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INTRODUCTION
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OPPORTUNITY: OUTCOMES RATE CARDS DEVELOPMENT COMPETITION
Social Finance is offering technical assistance to pioneer this standardized PFS
contracting approach and serve more people in need
Opportunity
Social Finance is seeking government and/or nonprofit applicants nationwide for free technical
assistance to develop outcomes rate cards, a standardized PFS contracting approach to serve
large constituencies by defining outcomes (e.g. getting a job, maintaining employment, boosting
earnings) and paying providers as they achieve those outcomes.

Competition Details
Potential competition
applicants

Applicants should expect to be the outcomes payor for PFS projects launched as a result of the
rate card, and can include state, local, and tribal governments as well as nonprofit organizations.

About outcomes rate
cards

An outcomes rate card helps government drive better performance in their procurement of social
services by defining the outcomes government wants to achieve for specific target population and
identifying the value of those outcomes. Outcomes rate cards offer a standardized approach to
performance-based financing.

Target population

Outcomes rate cards can target different populations in need, depending on the priorities of the
applicant. Selected Service Recipients will demonstrate alignment with one of CNCS/SIF’s target
issue areas: youth development, economic opportunity, and/or healthy futures.

Outcomes

Specific outcomes will be determined during technical assistance based on the population of
interest and policy priorities of each Service Recipient.

Timeline

RFP released: February 7, 2017
Letter of intent to apply due: February 28, 2017
Second webinar: March 15, 2017 at 3 p.m. ET
Applications due: April 10, 2017 at 5 p.m. ET
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ABOUT SOCIAL FINANCE
Social Finance, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization dedicated to mobilizing capital to
drive social progress
Our History
• Founded in January 2011 by
David Blood, Sir Ronald
Cohen, and Tracy Palandjian

• One of the first dedicated
PFS intermediaries in the
country

Our Global Network
• Social Finance UK was
founded in 2007 and launched
the world’s first Social
Impact Bond in 2010

• With Social Finance UK and
Israel, we comprise the world’s
only Global PFS Network –
we have launched 25% of all
PFS projects worldwide

Our Team
• Team of 40 includes
experienced professionals
from the public, private, and
nonprofit sectors

• Three offices in Boston, MA,
Austin, TX, and the Bay
Area, CA

• Extensive experience in the design and implementation of PFS projects, from early

Our
Work

stage feasibility assessment, to project development and capital formation, to post-launch
performance management support

• Have conducted 30+ feasibility studies and are actively developing or managing 15+
PFS projects across a diverse array of issue areas around the country
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WHAT IS PAY FOR SUCCESS?
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Pay for success is about
measurably improving the lives

of people most in need
by driving government resources

toward more effective programs
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PAY FOR SUCCESS SITS AT THE INTERSECTION OF FOUR POWERFUL
MOVEMENTS

Evidence
(“What works”)

Government
accountability

Pay for
Success

Impact
investing

Transformative
scale
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WHAT IS PAY FOR SUCCESS?

Nonprofit
intervention
provider
Expansion
capital ($)

Private funders /
impact investors

Payor
(often government)

Pay for Success is about measurably improving the lives of people most in
need by driving government resources toward more effective programs
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January 2017

15 PAY FOR SUCCESS DEALS HAVE REACHED THE MARKET TO DATE
…and more are on their way
Criminal
Justice /
Recidivism

Early
Childhood
Education

Homelessness
& Family
Stability

Maternal &
Child Health

Environment /
Sustainability

7• Cuyahoga
8• Massachusetts
1• New York City

9• Santa Clara

2• Massachusetts

10• Denver

3• New York State

5• Salt Lake County

11• Connecticut

13• South Carolina

4• Salt Lake County

6• Chicago

12• Salt Lake County

14• Michigan

15• Washington, DC

Additional projects in development:
Workforce

K-12 education

Early childhood

Foster care

Asthma
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Photographs courtesy of Center for Employment Opportunities, Chicago PublicSocial
Schools,
Services, and NFP.

WHY DO WE CARE ABOUT PAY FOR SUCCESS?

Focus on evidence and outcomes
Promotes measurement
Attracts new resources
Helps scale up high-quality services

Optimizes government resources for results
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OVERVIEW OF OUTCOMES RATE CARDS
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ILLUSTRATIVE

WHAT IS AN OUTCOMES RATE CARD?
Outcomes rate cards work best when paying for positive outcomes (vs.
avoiding negative outcomes)
An outcomes rate card is a procurement tool through which government defines a menu of outcomes it
wishes to “purchase”—such as improving student achievement, completing a degree/training program,
boosting earnings—and the amount it is willing to pay each time a given outcome is achieved.
AT-RISK YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

CHILD WELFARE

Outcome
Per at-risk youth ages 14-24

Maximum
Outcome Price

Improved behavior at school

$500

Outcome
Per system-involved youth

Maximum
Outcome Price

Identification & enrollment
in placement program

$100

Completed Level 1
Certification

$800

Completed Level 2
Certification

$1,300

Placed into kinship care

$1,300

Entry into First Employment
(Individual at moderate-risk
of reoffending)

$2,000

Return to home with
parents

$2,000

Entry into First Employment
(Individual at high-risk of
reoffending)

$3,000

Stable home placement
(6-months)

$3,000

Employment Retention
(12mos)

$3,500

Stable home placement
(1-year)

$5,500
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OUTCOMES RATE CARD RE-ORDERS THE PFS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
By setting outcomes and prices upfront, an outcomes rate card enables
government to launch multiple PFS projects
“TRADITIONAL” PAY FOR SUCCESS
IDENTIFY PROBLEM
AND ISSUE RFP
Government selects a
priority issue area and
issues an RFP

SELECT SERVICE
PROVIDER
A service provider is
selected and PFS deal
development begins

NEGOTIATE
OUTCOMES
Outcomes, pricing,
evaluation/measureme
nt methodology is
negotiated among
parties

RAISE CAPITAL
COMMITMENT
Upon successful
negotiations, PFS
contract is signed,
capital is raised and
services begin

1 PFS
project

GOVERNMENT completes at the
onset of development
OUTCOMES RATE CARD PFS
IDENTIFY PROBLEM
SET OUTCOMES
SET PRICES
Government sets
priority outcomes,
prices, and
measurement
methodology

ISSUE RFP WITH
RATE CARD
Government procures
for outcomes by
issues RFP with
outcomes rate card

RAISE CAPITAL
COMMITMENT(S)
Service providers &
investors partner to
raise capital
commitments and
respond to RFP

SELECT SERVICE
PROVIDER(S)
Government awards
multiple contracts to
service providers and
services begin

Multiple
PFS
projects
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PAY FOR SUCCESS WITH OUTCOMES RATE CARDS
Provider

Provider

Provider

Provider

Expansion
capital ($)

Payor
(often government)

Funders

Outcome rate cards can scale & standardize PFS projects to drive
government resources toward multiple effective programs
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PAY FOR SUCCESS WITH OUTCOMES RATE CARDS
Provider

Provider

Provider

Provider

Expansion
capital ($)

Applicants to
this
competition

Payor
(often government)

Funders

Outcome rate cards can scale & standardize PFS projects to drive
government resources toward multiple effective programs
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COMPARING OUTCOMES-BASED FINANCING APPROACHES
Outcomes rate
card PFS

Traditional
SIB/PFS

Performancebased contract

Outcomes-based
contracting
Government sets
outcomes & prices
before procurement
Ability to contract with
multiple providers

Financed by outside
investor capital
Potential to reach
population-level scale
Outcomes measured by
academic evaluation
Often

Sometimes

Rarely
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CHALLENGES IN CURRENT SERVICE PROCUREMENT MARKET
Social Finance is deeply aware of service provider challenges; the outcomes
rate card development process will aim to alleviate some of these
Covering provider costs

Measuring contract performance

Are the outcome rates sufficient to
cover the cost of delivering
services?

How do we measure success?

Selecting and pricing outcomes

Service provider working capital

How do you select outcomes?
How do you determine the value of
the outcomes?

How will providers find outside
capital to fund service delivery
costs?
19
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WHY DO WE CARE ABOUT OUTCOMES RATE CARDS?

Focus on evidence and outcomes
Promotes measurement
Attracts new resources
Helps scale up high-quality services
Optimizes government resources for results

Serve more people in need with
outcomes-based projects
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OUTCOMES RATE CARD DEVELOPMENT COMPETITION
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SOCIAL INNOVATION FUND – PAY FOR SUCCESS FUNDING

The Social Innovation Fund (SIF), a program of the
Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS), is
a strong supporter of Pay for Success (PFS) financing as an
innovative tool for governments to partner with nonprofits and
private funders to advance community-based solutions.

In November 2016, SIF awarded Social Finance, a nonprofit
Pay for Success intermediary, a $1.4 million grant to fund the
development of outcomes rate cards as part of its Round 2
grants competition.
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OUTCOMES RATE CARD DEVELOPMENT COMPETITION
Overview of activities
ELIGIBLE
APPLICANTS

AWARD
PURPOSE

State, local and tribal governments and/or nonprofit
organizations

Free technical assistance from Social Finance
Develop an outcomes rate card

Government and/or nonprofit organizations will apply for Social Finance’s
technical assistance for the following activities:
1
Develop an outcomes rate card
2

Design and issue a Request for Proposals to procure for
service providers to address a pressing social challenge

3 Manage the procurement, support contracting and launch
PFS projects with procured providers
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OUTCOMES RATE CARD DEVELOPMENT COMPETITION
Sequencing of activities
1

2
IDENTIFY PROBLEM
SET OUTCOMES
SET PRICES
Government sets
priority outcomes,
prices, and
measurement
methodology

3
ISSUE RFP WITH
RATE CARD
Government procures
for outcomes by
issues RFP with
outcomes rate card

RAISE CAPITAL
COMMITMENT(S)
Service providers &
investors partner to
raise capital
commitments and
respond to RFP

SELECT SERVICE
PROVIDER(S)
Government awards
multiple contracts to
service providers and
services begin

Multiple
PFS
projects

Government and/or nonprofit organizations will apply for Social Finance’s
technical assistance for the following activities:
1
Develop an outcomes rate card
2

Design and issue a Request for Proposals to procure for
service providers to address a pressing social challenge

3 Manage the procurement, support contracting and launch
PFS projects with procured providers
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OUTCOMES RATE CARD DEVELOPMENT COMPETITION
Sequencing of activities
1

2
IDENTIFY PROBLEM
SET OUTCOMES
SET PRICES
Government sets
priority outcomes,
prices, and
measurement
methodology

3
ISSUE RFP WITH
RATE CARD
Government procures
for outcomes by
issues RFP with
outcomes rate card

RAISE CAPITAL
COMMITMENT(S)
Service providers &
investors partner to
raise capital
commitments and
respond to RFP

SELECT SERVICE
PROVIDER(S)
Government awards
multiple contracts to
service providers and
services begin

Multiple
PFS
projects

Government and/or nonprofit organizations will apply for Social Finance’s
Note: Because of our role the
technical assistance for the following activities:
procurement process, Social
1
Finance will not participate in
Develop an outcomes rate card
the capital raise for selected
service providers for rate
2 Design and issue a Request for Proposals to procure
card
forprojects in this
competition.
service providers to address a pressing social challenge
3 Manage the procurement, support contracting and launch
PFS projects with procured providers
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APPLICATION MATERIALS
Required application materials:

1

Executive Summary (1-2 pages)
 Describe why the applicant is interested in developing an outcomes rate card, including
goals for the project, the proposed target population, outcome metrics, and
organizational capacity to undertake PFS rate card development.

2

Proposal Narrative (up to 28-29 pages)
 Capacity for Pay for Success and outcomes rate cards
• Organizational capacity and commitment
• Commitment to outcomes rate cards and PFS
• Data infrastructure
 Strength of the proposed project
• Issue area and population alignment
• Potential for impact
• Diverse service provider landscape

3

Appendices (no page limit)
 Appendix A: Letter of support from senior-level project champion
 Appendix B: Letter of support from elected officials or key decision-makers indicating
support for the project and intention to launch projects within 12 months
 Appendix C: Up to five letters of support from local PFS stakeholders (e.g. funders,
providers, community leaders, other key government players, etc.)
 Appendix D: If applicable, budget detailing match commitment as per section C, part 2
of Supplemental Categories
 Appendix E: If applicable, IRS form 990 for the most recent fiscal year (applicants may26
also submit additional fiscalSocial
documentation
if relevant)
Finance, Inc. © 2017

STRENGTH OF
PROPOSED PROJECT

CAPACITY FOR PFS AND
OUTCOMES RATE CARDS

SCORING CRITERIA
25
points

Organizational
capacity and
commitment

20
points

Commitment to
outcomes rate cards
and PFS

Service Recipients will provide meaningful, ongoing commitment
and resources to the outcomes rate card and PFS development
process.

Service Recipients will engage in the detailed work required to
develop an Outcomes rate card and PFS projects (“PFSreadiness”)

Service Recipients will access (or gain access to) the necessary
data to describe current outcomes for the proposed target
population and track outcomes during a project

10
points

Data infrastructure

15
points

Issue area and
population alignment

15
points

Potential for impact

Service Recipients will use the outcomes rate card to address a
social issue for an underserved population, for which there are
strong approaches to improve outcomes.

15
points

Diverse service
provider landscape

Service Recipients will identify the presence of many strong
service providers for the proposed issue area and target
population, in order to support the launch of multiple PFS projects
by multiple providers.

Service Recipients will clearly identify a priority issue area and
target population.
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IMPORTANT COMPETITION DATES

February 7, 2017:

Competition Launch

February 21, 2017:

First Webinar

February 28, 2017:

Optional Notice of Intent to Apply

March 15, 2017:

Second Webinar

April 10, 2017:

Completed Applications Due
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QUESTIONS
Please enter your questions via the chat box.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
 Visit http://socialfinance.org/competitions/outcomesratecard/
 A recording of this webinar and answers to questions will be posted
online within a week
 Notice of Intent to Apply: February 28, 2017
 Next webinar: March 15, 2017, 3 p.m. Eastern Time
 Applications due: April 10, 2017, 5 p.m. Eastern Time
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

 Contact Annie Dear adear@socialfinance.org
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APPENDIX
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RATE CARDS IN THE UK
Over 20 PFS projects have launched as a result of rate card procurements
UK INNOVATION FUND
The first UK rate card: The Innovation Fund
pilot initiative launched by the Department for
Work & Pensions in 2011 aimed to support
disadvantaged young people considered to
be NEET (not in education, employment, or
training).
From a single rate card, the Innovation
Fund:
• Served up to 17,000 at risk youth ages
14-24
• Launched two separate rounds of open
competition
• Deployed roughly £30 million of capital
• Prompted over 130 interested service
applicants
• Finalized 10 contracts with 6 providers
across the UK
• All 10 Innovation Fund pilots have been
deemed successful by project partners

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT FUND &
FAIR CHANCE FUND
Launched in 2014, the £16.5m Youth
Engagement Fund (YEF) builds on the
existing DWP Innovation Fund to pay for
positive education and employment
outcomes to support 8,000 disadvantaged
individuals. 39 bids were submitted and 4
were selected for contracting.
Launched in 2015, the Fair Chance Fund
(FCF) was designed to help 2,500 vulnerable
young people by assisting them into housing,
education, training or sustained employment.
The £15m fund represents a joint effort by
the Department of Communities and Local
Government as well as the UK Cabinet
Office. Over 150 organizations submitted
bids and 7 were selected for contracting.
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CHALLENGES IN CURRENT SERVICE PROCUREMENT MARKET
Social Finance is deeply aware of service provider challenges; the outcomes
rate card development process will aim to alleviate some of these
Covering provider costs

Measuring contract performance

Are the outcome rates sufficient to cover the cost of
delivering services?

How do we measure success?

• UK rate card projects have not evaluated outcomes

• Development process will require a detailed service
provider landscaping exercise—many human service
agencies are chronically under-funded

• Outcome rates will be set to balance both value to

against a counterfactual, but instead track achievement
against a goal

• Does gov’t partner and service provider have IT systems
to measure and track outcomes and payment?

government & real cost of providing services, including
indirect cost

• Note: An outcomes rate card is a procurement tool, not a

Selecting and pricing outcomes

Service provider working capital

How do you select outcomes? How do you determine
the value of the outcomes?

How will providers find outside capital to fund service
delivery costs?

• Social Finance has extensive experience identifying and
pricing meaningful programmatic, short and long-term
outcomes

• Each rate card to include a range of outcomes from
early programmatic milestones to long-term positive life
improvements. Service providers choose which to
contract to fulfill based on their strengths

measurement tool; the approach is not synonymous with
validated outcomes

• Social Finance will not be an active participant in the
capital raise of rate card projects in this competition

• Some service providers will require working capital
funding to submit bid, others will be able to self fund
from their balance sheet; both approaches will be
embraced
32
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